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Greetings from the Chair
Dear alumni, students, faculty, and friends,
As the 2018-2019 academic year draws to a close, it’s time to take a breath and reflect. Amidst the
deep political polarization and rancor in American society today, there are rays of light that
emanate from all of you—the students, alumni, staff, and faculty of our political science (POSC)
family. It is an honor for me to serve as the chair of this department, and I cannot thank you
enough for your many contributions to our campus and community. Please do stay in touch! [And
please link to our Facebook page for department news, job and internship opportunities, and
upcoming department-related events: https://www.facebook.com/csulbposc/]
With best wishes,
Teresa Wright, Chair

Newsletter by Katie Masterson
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STAFF NEWS
As always, POSC’s staff is second to none! With our amazing Administrative Support Coordinator, Amelia
Marquez, at the helm, we somehow laugh at our challenges and move forward with ease. Meanwhile, our
outstanding Administrative Support Assistant, Katie Masterson, continues to be a hugely valuable member of
our team. Finally, our excellent Student Assistant, Savannah Ortiz, gives us much-appreciated support. Our
staff members are known for their professionalism, positivity, competence, and dedication, and we are grateful
every day for their critical work in keeping our department humming!

CLUBS & PROGRAMS
Political Science Student Association (PSSA)
The Political Science Student Association (PSSA) continues to be the place where those interested in politics
(non-majors included) can get together in a less formal way to talk about what’s going on in the world. There is
a lot going on in this world.
This academic year, the PSSA met every Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. Though attendance has not been what it has
been in the past, that is not for lack of enthusiasm nor has it lessened the fun factor in what we do!
The biggest turnout during fall semester was for a panel where students went through the different
propositions on California’s November ballot. If anyone remembers, there were a lot of them and several that
were fairly complicated in terms of what they aimed to do.
The two big events for Spring are yet to come: A presentation on the Study Abroad program and a
presentation by PSSA President Blake Dimas on his thesis project on Theodor Adorno and the Frankfurt
School.
PSSA also needs to look forward toward the next academic year. If you are interested in participating, please
let us know. My email is below.
Edgar Kaskla, PSSA Advisor, Edgar.kaskla@csulb.edu

Washington, D.C. Mentoring Program
Now in its sixth year, the Washington Mentoring Program assists CSULB POSC majors seeking a policy career
in the Washington, D.C. area. Participants are assigned mentors from among the Department’s Washington
alumni who work with them and assist in their job search, helping to match their interests with suitable
positions inside and outside the Washington bureaucracy. The Department is deeply grateful to our
Washington Mentors. Coordinators of the Mentoring Program in the D.C. area are Lindsey Canaley (BA
2006), Jon Nakagawa (BA 1995), and Bernard Togia (BA 1986). This past year, the Program added two new
mentors: Eduardo Cisneros (BA 2006) and Fernando Denson (BA 1994).
Students who have joined the program recently include Ruben Armendariz, Alex Cargill, Christopher
Martinez, and Jessica Motta. Others participants are Harout (Harry) Bakchaajian (BA 2014), Vanessa de la
Rosa (BA 2014), Serafin Rodarte (BA 2015), Karla Galvan (BA 2016), Daisy Gallardo (BA 2016), Jared
Shaheryar (BA 2016), Edith Ramirez (BA 2017), Tanner DiPietro (BA 2017), and Daisy Orozco (BA 2018).
The Mentoring Program is open to all junior- and senior-level POSC majors interested in pursuing a
Washington policy career. Course work in public policy is highly recommended for those wishing to pursue a
Washington policy career, and is a criterion for admission into the Mentoring Program.
Application forms for the program are available online:
http://www.cla.csulb.edu/departments/polisci/washington-mentoring-program/. For more information,
please contact Professor Mary Caputi (Mary.Caputi@csulb.edu) or Professor Roger Morton
(Roger.Morton@csulb.edu).
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Model United Nations (MUN)
From MUN Director Dr. Larry Martinez...
The CSULB MUN program continues to make waves at The Beach. In
March 2019, the Long Beach Intercollegiate MUN conference hosted
what is now an expanded two-day conference on our own campus,
attracting over 250 students delegates from some of the top
university MUN programs throughout the West. Now, a fullyprogrammed two-day conference, the LBIMUN is making its mark as
one of the region’s best training conferences as schools prepare for
the MUN Nationals in New York City later in the spring semester. In
Fall 2018, the CSULB Model UN sent delegations to UCSB’s SBIMUN
and again to the Bonn International MUN (BIMUN) in Bonn,
Germany. Past MUN President Silvia Kirollos, current president
Marcus Gerstein, and MUN veteran Matt Taylor were selected to
chair committees at the prestigious conference in Germany.
Daniella Hernandez addressing the entire
conference in the General Assembly chambers of
the United Nations

From MUN President Marcus Gerstein...
Eight members of the CSULB MUN club
journeyed to New York City from the 24th28th of March to participate at the National
Model United Nations- New York (NMUNNY)
conference. College students from over 130
countries (and an even larger number of
universities) participated in five days of intense
debate and diplomacy on the most pressing
issues affecting the world today. The CSULB
MUN club is proud to announce our streak of
MUN delegation holding the awards they won: Daniel Harman, Patrick
award winning has continued with victories at
Saephan, Angelo Telucci, Jose Urias, June Yoo, Amala James, Daniella
NMUNNY 2019. At NMUNNY, each country is
Hernandez, and Anthony Galeana.
represented by a pair of students, and then
assigned a particular committee to debate in.
CSULB won the Distinguished Delegation award, continuing a streak of now five years in a row. In addition, the
two students, Daniella Hernandez and Anthony Galeana, who participated in the United Nations Committee on
the Status of Women, both won the Outstanding Delegate award. These awards were presented to us in the
chamber of the real United Nations General Assembly in Manhattan’s Upper East Side.

Moot Court
From Moot Court Director Dr. Lewis Ringel...
2018-19 was an outstanding season for moot court. It was especially impressive because it was a rebuilding year.

Nationals
CSULB's Marissa Rael and Chris Heffernan and Anna Sasaki
and Jonah Zeko finished tied for 5th and tied for 9th in the
nation respectively in team oral advocacy. This was of 438
teams that competed this season. CSULB teams finished in the
top 1.1% and 2% respectively. Rael and Heffernan, the 74th
seeded team out of 80, were the fourth team in CSULB history
to advance as far as the national quarter-finals. This is the ninth
straight season that CSULB has advanced to the national
sweet-sixteen and the third time it had advanced two teams
that far. All four teams (Sasaki and Zeko, Gabriella Passeri and
Diego Magaña, Nicole Opendo and Amanda Botelho, and
Rael and Heffernan advanced to elimination rounds). Magaña
and Heffernan finished 11th and 20th in individual oral
advocacy respectively. This was out of 876 advocates who
competed this season. Magaña and Heffernan finished among
the top 1.2% and 2.3% in the nation respectively. Nicole
Opendo and Amanda Botelho and Sasaki and Zeko finished
7th and 10th in the nation in written advocacy (respondent).
This is the ninth straight season that CSULB has placed a team
in the top ten of the national written brief competition.
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Marissa Rael, Dr. Lewis Ringel, and Chris Heffernan

Regionals
Sasaki and Zeko won the 2018 Windy City
Regional. CSULB won four top orator
awards, including Zeko (1st), Sasaki (2nd),
Jireh Deng (5th), and Evelyn Ortiz (8th).
Passeri and Magaña finished third at the
2018 Southern University Law School
Regional. Opendo and Botelho and
Heffernan and Rael finished third and fifth
respectively at the 2018 Western Regional.
Opendo, Botelho and Heffernan won top
orator awards. Opendo and Botelho
defeated the two-time defending national
champions in a single-elimination sweet
sixteen round. This victory over the most
successful moot court team in the history of
undergraduate moot court was the defining
moment of the season and it will go down
as one of the most important victories in
CSULB history.

Invitationals

Moot Court students with the Solicitor General of West Virgina: Monserrat Quezada,
Diego Magaña, Gabriella Passeri, Anna Sasaki, Amanda Botelho, Nicole Opendo,
Solicitor General Lindsay See, Marissa Rael, Chris Heffernan, Jonah Zeko, and Dr.
Lewis Ringel.

CSULB competed in four invitationals. It placed eight teams in semifinals, advanced to the finals of three, and won one. Zeko and Sasaki
won the 2018 CSULB Fall Classic and finished second at the 2018
Rocky Mountain Invitational. The final round was held in the
Colorado Supreme Court. Passeri and Magaña were the runners up in
the 2018 Falcon Classic held at the United States Air Force Academy.

2018 CA Classic
CSULB’s Ali Piane and Zsofia Slovak defeated Opendo and Magaña
in the 2018 California Classic. The nine-judge panel included Judge
John Tobin (federal judge), California Commissioner Michael Pear,
and Justice Lamar Baker (California Court of Appeal).

Jonah Zeko and Anna Sasaki holding their
second place award at the Colorado Supreme
Court.
(left) Moot Court teams on campus at the US
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs.
Dr. Lewis Ringel, Mindy Vo (asst. coach), Spencer
Cline, Nicole Opendo, Monserrat Quezada,
Evelyn Ortiz, Chris Heffernan, Gabriella Passeri,
Diego Magaña, Amanda Botelho, Marissa Rael,
Jonah Zeko, Anna Sasaki, Patrick Dyson (asst.
coach), Jireh Deng

CAMPUS EVENTS
Some of the many events organized or supported by the POSC department and its
members include…
On October 17, 2018, alumni Nikki Goehring(BA 2015) gave a talk on “The Peace
Corps and International Development,” focusing on her current experiences with
Peace Corps service in Fiji (pictured left).
On April 10, 2019, the CSULB Law Society joined with law schools at Southwestern,
UC Irvine and University of San Diego to present “A Life in the Law: First-Generation
Voices.” At the event, Southern California attorneys and CSULB alumni participated
in a panel discussion about being the first in their family to apply to law school, go to
law school, and become an attorney.
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Student-faculty transfer student mixer, September 2018

In Fall 2018, POSC joined the College of Liberal Arts Transfer Learning Community (TLC), which paired two
POSC courses—POSC 300 (Scope and Methods, taught by Dr. Rich Haesly) and POSC 323 (Racial and
Ethnic Politics, taught by Dr. Alfredo Carlos) and hosted a number of events specifically designed for
transfer students, including faculty-student mixers in September 2018 and February 2019, and three
faculty-student luncheons in March and April 2019. We look forward to continuing this program next year!
Under the leadership of Dr. Jared Perkins, on February 13, 2019 the department co-sponsored an event
supported by a College of Liberal Arts Scholarly Intersections Grant, entitled, “Framing the Queer
Experience: Coming Out in the Era of Love, Simon.” The event featured a screening of the 2018 film, Love,
Simon, a mainstream telling of the coming out experience of a teen boy based on the novel Simon vs. the
Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Albertalli. After the film, students and faculty participated in a discussion of
the film’s depiction of the queer experience with respect to topics like homonormativity, intersectional
identities, adolescent development, and the politics of coming out.
Through the efforts of Drs. Darin DeWitt and Cora Goldstein, on February 7, 2019 the department cosponsored an event supported by a College of Liberal Arts Scholarly Intersections Grant, entitled, “Bad
Environmentalism: Irony and Irreverence in the Ecological Age.” Featuring presentations and discussion by
Dr. Nicole Seymour (Department of English, CSU Fullerton) and Dr. Teresa Shewry (Department of English,
UC Santa Barbara), the event examined how a new wave of environmental artists and activists have rejected
the “gloom and doom” approach in favor of one embracing irony, irreverence, glee, absurdity, perversity, and
playfulness.

Teach-ins
Alumni Amanda Mendoza (MA 2018) and Dr. Teresa Wright
helped organize two teach-ins this year:
On October 11, a teach-in on “Voter Rights and Voter
Suppression” featured Dr. Jared Perkins, (“Hollow Hopes: Why the
Constitution and Voting Rights Act Do Not Stop Voter Suppression
in the United States”), Dr. Michael Eisenstadt (“Public Trust and the
Mainstream Media: Leaving Voters Behind in the Race for
Ratings”), and student Jaysyn Green (“A Black Girl’s Vote: Our
Voices, Your Vote, Every Student’s Future”). Community
organizations in attendance included: CSULB College Democrats,
Young Democratic Socialists of America, California Faculty
Association, League of Women Voters, Women’s Gender and
Sexuality Studies, the Anthropology Student Association, and the
Korean Resource Center LA.
On April 18 a teach-in entitled, “Earth Now! Climate Action and
Empowerment” included talks by Dr. Lily House-Peters (“Fossil
Fuel Divestment for Climate Action”), POSC student Nathan York
(“The Green New Deal”), Auanita Fabiola Zamora and Magali
Sanchez- Hall (“’El Trueque’ and Environmental Justice in
Dr. Jared Perkins speaking at the Oct. 2018
Wilmington: Ancestral consciousness, taking care of mother earth,
teach-in
re-learning Indigenous practices”), and Katie Cox (“How to Know
What We Don't Know: Asking the Right Questions in the Struggle for Environmental Justice”). Numerous
campus and community groups participated in the event, including: Algalita, Aquarium of the Pacific, Young
Democratic Socialists of America, Citizen’s Climate Lobby, Veterans for Peace, Code Pink, President’s
Commission on the Status of Women, Sunrise Movement LA, Protect the Los Cerritos Wetlands, Long Beach
Community Table, East Yard Communities for Environmental Justice, BYO Long Beach, Political Science
Student Association, Anthropology Student Association, Office of Sustainability, Student Sustainability
Coalition, and the Environmental Science and Policy Club.
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Pi Sigma Alpha Honors Society and Awards Reception
At the 2018 annual Pi Sigma Alpha awards reception, honors were given to: Mindy Vo (Outstanding
Graduating Senior); Spencer Lindsay (Outstanding Graduate Student Award); Steven Gonzales and Tyler
Kae (Distinguished Graduate Student Award); Alex Reyes (Outstanding Service Award), Rebekah Johnson
(Distinguished Junior Award); Maria Etcheverry, Ricardo Garcia, Stephanie Lufti, Kylie Sholty, Rob Webb,
and Anthony Yassa (Outstanding Achievement Awards) Jonah Stoffers (Edwin Roberts Scholarship), Jose
Urias (Robert Delorme Scholarship); and Kylie Shahar (Distinguished Graduating Senior Award). Our Pi
Sigma Alpha officers for 2018-19 were: Jose Urias (President), Elie Nehme (Vice President), and Marissa
Rael (Secretary). Our incoming Pi Sigma Alpha officers for 2019-20 are: Amanda Botelho (President),
Julissa De Haro (Vice President), and Rashell Kallmeyer (Secretary). The 2019 awards reception will be held
on April 30.

Jose Urias and his family with Professor Emeritus Robert Delorme.

Rebekah Johnson and Dr. Charles Mahoney

Mindy Vo and Dr. Lewis Ringel

2017-18 Pi Sigma Alpha initiates. The Delta Omicron chapter initiated 54 new members.
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STUDENT NEWS
Student & Student-Faculty Research and Collaboration
Western Political Science Association (WPSA)
In April 2019 , we were proud to have five students present
academic papers at our discipline’s regional conference, the
WPSA annual meeting, in San Diego: MA student Lynda
Aguayo, “The Struggle for Food Justice in Communities of
Color;” MA student Emelyne Camacho, “The Counterattack:
Neoliberal Policies and the Flores-Magon Brothers;” MA
student Danielle Carancho, “For Profit Housing Market
Failures in the City of Long Beach and the Greater Harbor
Area of L.A.;” MA student Brian Huang, “Earth’s Radiant
Disaster: Revealing Enlightenment Rationality in the
Dialectics of Climate Change;” and BA student Michael
Faenza (with Dr. Jared Perkins), “Friendly Bishops:
Understanding the Amicus Advocacy of Catholic Bishops in
the Roberts Court.”

MA Student Brian Huang (right) presenting on a panel.

Emelyne Camacho, Dr. Alfredo Carlos, Dr. Teresa Wright, Danielle
Carancho, Ashley Hernandez (BA 2014), and Lynda Aguayo.

2018 Panetta
Congressional Intern

Anayensy De La Cruz-Zepeda was part of a rent
strike in Long Beach that was covered in the Long
Beach Press Telegram and other media outlets. She
also did volunteer work with the Long Beach
Immigrant Rights Coalition and conducted research
for The Foundation for Economic Democracy (with
Dr. Alfredo Carlos).

POSC was honored to have one of its students—
Brisia Gutierrez—selected to participate in the
prestigious Panetta Congressional Intern program,
which includes training at Cal State Monterey Bay
followed by a semester-long internship in
Washington, DC. Ms. Gutierrez states, “I interned
for Representative Jimmy Gomez (CA-34). The
office was very welcoming and made it easy for
me to transition into life on the Hill. Every day I
had something to do, and because it was new to
me, every task was exciting. For the most part, my
tasks didn't include anything fancy, but everything
was essential to running the office efficiently. I
wrote constituent letters, went to briefings and
hearings, sorted mail, and even worked on a few
tasks for the Member. Although not too exciting, I
was able to make a new filing system for the office
that the scheduler much appreciated. My favorite
intern task was giving tours of the Capitol. I loved
walking through the tunnels and describing the rich

Sacramento Semester
This year, POSC students Adam Babica, Jay
Rodacker, and Julissa De Haro were selected to
participate in the Sacramento Semester program,
working in the state capitol as interns for California
state legislators. Through the program, Ms. De Haro
was an intern for Senator Susan Rubio, Mr.
Rodacker interned for Assemblymember Devon
Mathis, and Mr. Babica served as an intern for
Senator Jim Beal. Mr. Babica is also completing his
Certified Manager (CM) Certification, and
maintaining military service in the Navy Reserve. He
has been accepted into Hawaii Pacific University's
graduate certificate program in environment, policy,
and leadership, and will be attending in fall 2019.
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STUDENT NEWS (continued)

Student Highlights

history of our nation’s Capitol. My experience in
D.C. was invaluable, and I genuinely feel like I
represented the Panetta's and CSULB
exceptionally well. So much so, that everyone in
the office offered their help in any of my future
endeavors. Notably, the Communications Director
took me aside and offered to put my resume in a
specialized job bank when I graduate.”

Rebekah Johnson has been accepted to five MA in
International Affairs programs (Seton Hall,
University of Denver, Texas A&M, George
Washington University, and American University).
She received significant scholarship offers from
each program. After much deliberation, she has
decided to attend Texas A&M, where she will begin
her studies in the fall. Ms. Johnson states, “I must
say that I would not be in this position without the
incredible help and guidance from the CSULB
POSC department. I hope to proudly represent
CSULB!”
Camila Reyes is an intern for CA
Assemblymember Patrick O'Donnell.
Francesca (“Franny”) Follico works two jobs and is
double-majoring in History and POSC. Ms. Follico
states, “I did not originally anticipate going to this
school, but I am sure appreciative I did. The skills I
have obtained from CSULB so far have given me
the skills to receive next level job opportunities,
internships, and the confidence to know that a
small girl like me can become something amazing.
Even though I am only 20, I know my last two
years at CSULB will be something truly amazing.
GO BEACH.”

Secretary Leon Panetta, Brisia Gutierrez, and Sylvia Panetta
during the certificate ceremony after a rigorous two-week
training session.

Honors Program

Caroline Beshay has been hired to serve as the
assistant director of the United Nations’ Temple of
Understanding program for summer 2019.

In Fall 2018, POSC honors student Timothy Chae
completed his thesis, titled “Modern Propaganda in
Modern America.”

MA student Lynohila Ward (BA 2016) was profiled
in CSULB’s Beach Magazine
http://web.csulb.edu/sites/beachmag/2018/03/nobarriers-to-never-giving-up/

In Spring 2019, University honors student Jonah
Stoffers completed his thesis, titled “Female
Entrepreneurship in North Korea’s Market
Economy.”
POSC honors student Elie Nehme is completing a
thesis on judicial activism.
José Urias is completing his POSC honors thesis on
the role that international law could play in
addressing could play a role in mediating and
resolving the current crisis of unaccompanied
minors being detained by US immigration officials
at the US-Mexico border.

Lynn Ward's feature photo for her Beach Magazine profile.

POSC honors student Jonah Zeko is completing a
thesis on the intersection of religion, politics, and
culture.

MA student Brian Huang has been accepted to the
Ph.D. program at the University of Washington, and
will begin his studies there in Fall 2019.

After finishing his University honors thesis and
graduating this May, Drew Jorgensen will return to
his internship in his hometown at Derryberry &
Associates LLP. In Fall 2019 he will attend either
Pepperdine School of Law or Loyola Law School,
Los Angeles on a full scholarship. Mr. Jorgensen
states, “I am thankful for all that this year and the
university have given me!”

MA student Juan
Campos has been accepted
to Ph.D. programs at UC
Berkeley, the Ohio State
University, University of
Chicago, Northwestern
University, Penn State, UC
Irvine, UC Santa Barbara,
and UC Riverside, all with at
least five years of funding.
He has chosen to attend
UC Berkeley, where he will
begin his studies in the coming fall. Mr. Campos was
featured in the September 2018 edition of
“GRADUATEEXCELLENCE@THEBEACH:”
https://www.csulb.edu/academic-affairs/graduatestudies/article/graduate-excellence-the-beach-1.

Stephanie Argent is completing a University
honors thesis entitled, “A Seat at the Table:
Student Innovation of Bureaucratic Institutions.”
In February 2019, POSC honors student Blake
Dimas presented his thesis, entitled "Adorno and
the Potentials of Pop," at CSULB's Student
Research Competition.
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ALUMNI NEWS
Justin Adofina (BA 2017) is a rising 3L at Pepperdine University School of Law.
Jose Alcocer (BA 2016) will receive his M.P.P. from the Sol Price School of Public Policy at USC in May.
Tim Appelbaum (BA 2011) is finishing his third year of law school at Willamette University School of
Law.
Colin Black (BA 2017) is finishing his second year at DePaul University Law School in Chicago.
Joshua Casper (MA 2016) has been hired as a tenure-track faculty member at El Camino Community
College.
Asmita Deswal (BA 2016) is in law school at Georgetown University.
Kimberleigh Ferrando (BA 2017) is finishing her second year at the University of the Pacific McGeorge
Law School.
Ruben Frausto (BA 2014) is a rising 3L at Western State College of Law.
Elizabeth (Luna) Gills (MA 2013) is in the Masters of Education program at USC.
Jamison Gilmore (BA, 2015) received his J.D. from Southwestern Law School last May. He is a Judicial
Law Clerk at the Los Angeles Superior Court.
Edgar Gonzalez (BA 2016) will receive his M.P.A. from the CSULB School of Public Administration in
May.
Dellara Gorjian (BA 2017) is finishing her second year at USC law school.
Ashley Hernandez (BA 2014) is in the Ph.D. program in Planning, Policy, and Design at UC Irvine.
Brenda Ibanez (BA 2016) received her M.P.A. from the CSULB School of Public Administration last May.
She is also the founder and director of RFO, a non-profit organization dedicated to tutoring and
mentoring at-risk youth.
Jocelyn Kuo (BA 2017) is in the Public Policy MA program at the University of Michigan.
Karina Laigo (BA 2017) is finishing her second year of law school at California Western School of Law.
Kandist Mallett (BA 2009) is the politics editor at Blavity. In January 2019, Ms. Mallett spoke with Pod
Save America cohost Jon Favreau and Crooked Media political director Shaniqua McClendon about the
implications of the November 2018 elections. The full program may be viewed at:
https://hammer.ucla.edu/programs-events/2019/01/midterms-recap/?
mc_cid=365e951047&mc_eid=0cb03f62d6.
John Martin (BA 2015) is finishing his third year at Southwestern Law School in Los Angeles.
Laura Mergenthaler (BA 2014) is graduating from Western State College of Law.
Chris Muro (BA 2015) received his J.D. from Willamette University, College of Law in Salem, Oregon, last
May.
Kevin Poush (BA, 2016) received his J.D. from Southwestern Law School in 2017. He is an associate at
Ford, Walker, Haggerty & Behar in Long Beach.
Jose Ramos (BA, 2006) earned his J.D. from U.C. Berkeley’s Boalt Hall School of Law last May. He is an
associate at Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton in Santa Ana.
Serafin Rodarte (BA, 2015) earned his MA in international relations at the University of Bristol in
England in 2017. He is serving with the Peace Corps, teaching English in Kyrgyzstan.
Kylie Sholty (BA 2018) is in her first year at Washington University of St. Louis School of Law.
Guy Uhler (BA 2018) is in his first year of law school at Western States College of Law in Irvine.
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FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AND ACTIVITIES
Larry N. George (International Relations; Ph.D.
Princeton University) Dr. George presented a paper
entitled “Deleuzian Time and Classical Greek
Temporalities: Thucydides, My Lai, and US White
Nationalism” at the 2018 meeting of the Western
Political Science Association, and served as
commentator on a separate panel on Hegelian political
theory at that same conference. At the annual meeting
of the International Studies Association he participated
in a roundtable on ancient Greek concepts of political
time, chaired a panel on “Emotions, Trauma, and
Mindsets in Peace Studies,” and served as paper
commentator on a panel on “Cleavage Competition
and Contentious Politics.” He is currently preparing to
teach a new version of Classical Political Theory in Fall,
2019.

Mary Caputi (Political Theory; Ph.D., Cornell
University) During academic year 2018-2019,
Professor Caputi received a contract for her co-edited
book, Teaching Marx and Critical Theory in the 21st
Century. This collection of nine essays, to which she
contributed “The ‘Great Refusal’ Redux, Antidote to
Mindless Syncopation,” is co-edited with Bryant
Sculos and will be published by Brill Publishers later in
2019. She also continued work on her “Slow Food
USA” book project, and agreed to contribute two
chapters to a book titled David Reisman and Critical
Theory: Autonomy Instead of Emancipation, coauthored with Amir Khandizaji. In the fall, she gave a
paper at a conference sponsored by the Society for
Phenomenology and Existentialist Philosophy at
Pennsylvania State University. She will also present
papers at the WPSA, APSA and International
Conference for Critical Theory in Rome during spring
and summer 2019. Professor Caputi is in her last year
as editor of Politics & Gender. She also continues to
participate in the Department’s Washington Mentoring
Program.
Alfredo Carlos (American
Politics; Ph.D. University of
California, Irvine; MA CSULB)
In November 2018 at CSULB
and April 2019 at the Western
Political Science Association
(WPSA) annual meeting in
San Diego, Dr. Carlos
presented his new coauthored book, The Latino
Question: Politics, Labouring
Classes and the Next Left (Pluto
Press, 2018) (with Armando
Ibarra and Rodolfo D. Torres).
In addition, Dr. Carlos
organized and chaired several WPSA panels, including
one with POSC alumni Ashley Hernandez (BA 2014)
and POSC MA students Lynda Aguayo, Emelyne
Camacho, and Danielle Carancho.

Cora Goldstein (Comparative Politics; Ph.D. University
of Chicago) Dr. Goldstein is enjoying her teaching in
Introduction to American Government, Politics through
Culture, and the Senior Seminar in Global Politics. She
is also glad to serve as the Graduate Coordinator of the
MA program. She recently wrote on the memory of
WWII in American postwar society.
Liesl Haas (Comparative Politics; Ph.D. University of
North Carolina) Dr. Haas continues her research with
Richard Haesly on the changing role of religion in
American politics. She is continuing fieldwork for her
current project, which examines the political impact of
Latino Evangelicals on Republican politics. In April she
will present, “The Politics of Latino Evangelicals in the
Age of Trump,” at the International Conference on
Religion in Society, in Granada, Spain. Dr. Haas is
continuing her work with the Dream Success Center on
campus, and is the faculty advisor to POSC honors
student José Urias.
Richard Haesly (Comparative Politics; Ph.D. University
of North Carolina) Dr. Haesly's book review of The
Paradoxes of Vulnerability: States, Nationalism, and the
Financial Crisis will appear in an upcoming issue of
Nations and Nationalism. He is working on revisions of
his journal article (with recent MA student Tyler Kae),
“Changing American National Identities in Challenging
Times.” Dr. Haesly will be presenting a paper, “Bounded
Imagined Communities in Comparative Perspective:
Scottish and Welsh National Identities” at the annual
Association for the Study of Ethnicity and Nationalism
conference in Edinburgh, Scotland. He will return to
Wales and Scotland this summer, with the assistance of
a Summer Stipend, to update his research on Scottish
and Welsh national identities. He and Liesl Haas
continue to work on their project that investigates the
intersection of religion, ethnicity and nationalism in the
United States. He is currently overseeing POSC major
Stephanie Argent’s University honors thesis.

Anand Commissiong (Political Theory; Ph.D. Rutgers
University) Dr. Commissiong’s current project examines
the movements of people and ideas between and
among the Caribbean and the United States. It seeks to
illuminate the mutual influences on social and political
movements and social and political change. This
monograph entitled, “Intersecting Cosmopolitanisms,” is
under contract with Lexington. Dr. Commissiong has
presented or will present portions of the monograph at
APSA, WPSA and the Caribbean Philosophical
Association. He also has submitted “Where is the Love?
Race, self-exile, and a kind of reconciliation through
cosmopolitan patriotism,” an article on self-exile and
cosmopolitan patriotism, for publication review and is
revising an article, “A 'most difficult (and most
rewarding) thing’: Baldwin’s Queer Race Consciousness,”
for journal submission.

Charles Mahoney (International Relations; Ph.D.
University of California, Los Angeles) Dr. Mahoney
published two papers during the 2018-2019 academic
year. The first paper, “Empty Threats: How Extremist
Organizations Bluff in Terrorist Campaigns,” examines
patterns of unfulfilled terrorist threats carried out by
extremist groups including Boko Haram and the Real
IRA. The article was published in Studies in Conflict and
Terrorism. The second paper, “End of the Cycle:
Assessing ETA's Strategies of Terrorism,” examines the
varying strategies used by the Basque insurgent group
ETA and was published in Small Wars & Insurgencies. Dr.
Mahoney also presented a paper titled "Acquire or
Expire: Defense Contractors, Wall Street, and United
States National Security," at the 2019 International
Studies Association annual conference in Toronto.

Darin DeWitt (American Politics; Ph.D., University of
California, Los Angeles) In the past year, Dr. DeWitt
published a solo-authored book chapter “Celebrity
Policy Entrepreneurs Expand the Scope of Conflict” in
The Hollywood Connection: The Influence of Fictional
Media and Celebrity Politics on American Public Opinion
(Lexington Books) plus three additional book chapters
co-authored with Matthew D. Atkinson: “The Politics of
Disruption: Social Choice Theory and Conspiracy Theory
Politics” and “How Conspiracy Theories Spread” in
Conspiracy Theories and the People Who Believe Them
(Oxford University Press) and “A Web of Conspiracy?
Internet and Conspiracy Theory” in Handbook of
Conspiracy Theory and Contemporary Religion (Brill).
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FACULTY ACTIVITIES (continued)
Larry Martinez (International Relations; Ph.D.
University of Santa Barbara) Dr. Larry Martinez
continues to research how outer space will be
governed when companies like Elon Musk’s SpaceX
propose constellations of satellites numbering in the
thousands and launch Teslas past Mars. He traveled to
Vienna, Austria in June to observe the UN’s outer
space committee’s deliberations about space debris
and co-authored a conference paper about his
findings which he presented in Bremen, Germany in
October. In December, he and his co-author, Dr.
James Armstead, presented their research about the
evolving nature of international law for outer space at
a departmental colloquium.

Jason Whitehead (Public Law; Ph.D. University of
Southern California, JD Willamette University, BA
CSULB) continues to serve as the director of the Legal
Studies Certificate program and as the campus prelaw advisor for the Law School Admission Council. In
August, he presented a paper entitled, “Martin
Heidegger Meets Jay Sekulow: Understanding
‘Worldview’ and its Implications for Christian
Conservative Legal Activism,” at the Annual Meeting of
the American Political Science Association, in Boston.
Last fall, he wrote an article entitled, “Christian
Conservative or Just Plain Conservative? The Religious
and Secular Motivations of Christian Legal
Arguments,” which is now under review at the Journal
of Law & Courts. In April, he gave a talk entitled, “A
Form of Godliness? The Structure and Substance of
the Christian Legal Worldview,” at the Symposium on
Religion and Public Life at Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, MI. This June, he will present a paper entitled,
“An Uncertain Trumpet? Examining Recent Christian
Conservative Legal Arguments,” to the Annual Meeting
of the Law & Society Association, Washington, D.C.

Jared Perkins (Public Law; Ph.D. University of North
Texas) Dr. Perkins continued work investigating the
relationship between law and social movements
publishing a book chapter on balancing religious
liberty and queer equality under the law (Praeger),
and a manuscript exploring U.S. House campaign
advertising (Journal of Political Marketing). Other
scholarly activity included reviewing for the Law and
Politics Book Review, conducting archival research in
Washington, D.C., and presenting student coauthored research on Catholic legal mobilization at
the 2019 Western Political Science Association annual
meeting. Dr. Perkins has greatly enjoyed his teaching
as well and helped expand the curriculum this year by
successfully proposing two new law-related electives
in political science now in the 2019-2020 catalog:
POSC 314: Environmental Law and POSC 317: Queer
Law.

Teresa Wright (Comparative Politics, Ph.D. University
of California, Berkeley) In the past year, Dr. Wright
published a book, Popular Protest in China (Polity Press,
2018), and two articles: “The Dynamics of Labour
Protest in an Era of Declining Social Protection,”(with
Rudra Sil) and “Labour Protest in China’s Private
Sector: Responses to Chinese Communism with
Capitalist Characteristics” [both in Economy and
Society 43:7 (Fall 2018)]. She also published a book
review and presented a paper at the WPSA 2019
annual meeting. Dr. Wright continues to serve on the
editorial board of the China Quarterly, and is the
faculty advisor to the PSGSA.

Amy Cabrera Rasmussen (American Politics; Ph.D.,
Yale University, MA and BA CSULB) This year, Dr.
Cabrera Rasmussen is serving as a member of the
American Political Science Association Presidential
Task Force on New Partnerships, which is working to
develop and implement a range of disciplinary
initiatives related to civic engagement, teaching and
learning, and research. Among the Task Force’s
initiatives already underway are the newly created
APSA Distinguished Award for Civic and Community
Engagement, the APSA Institute for Civically Engaged
Research, and the APSA Peer-to-Peer Pedagogical
Partnership. She also became part of the fifth cohort
of CSULB’s Leadership Fellows Program and finishes
her three-year elected term on the CSULB President’s
Commission on the Status of Women. She continues
to serve as the chair of the Building Health
Communities: Long Beach Environmental Health
Work Group, a community-based environmental
health coalition.

Emeritus Faculty
William Leiter (Public Law; Ph.D. University of
Chicago) Dr. Leiter is researching/preparing a volume
comparing the Obama and Trump Administration’s
approach to affirmative action. Topics include:
employment; housing; electoral participation; LGBT
rights; education; immigration; and the law/policy/
politics related to the aforementioned.
Ron Schmidt (American Politics; Ph.D. University of
California, Riverside) Dr. Schmidt’s current book
project (under contract with Routledge) is tentatively
titled “Interpreting Racial Politics.” The book develops
the argument that political scientists have an obligation
to become more self-consciously interpretive in their
efforts to understand racial politics in the U.S. Dr.
Schmidt argues that political scientists should try to
address questions that are politically important and
not be driven to develop our research questions from
our methodologies. This requires us to shift some of
our scholarly efforts away from such a large
dependence on behavioralist studies that are confined
to “cause-and-effect” questions toward questions of
political meaning and significance. Although Dr.
Schmidt has retired from teaching college/university
students, he is still teaching in a program for senior
learners, including courses on “understanding
persistent racial inequality,” and “American Indians and
the U.S. political system.”

Lewis Ringel (Public Law; Ph.D. University of
Maryland) coaches CSULB's moot court teams and
continues to chair the National Case Committee of
the American Collegiate Moot Court Association
(ACMA). In that capacity, he helped author the 201920 national case.
Kevin Wallsten (American
Politics; Ph.D. University of
California, Berkeley) Dr.
Wallsten completed work on
his book, the Politics of the Pill,
with Dr. Rachel VanSickle Ward
(to be published by Oxford
University Press in October
2019). Additionally, he
completed an initial draft of a
book manuscript on the issue of
paying NCAA athletes
(authored with Lauren
McCarthy and Tatishe Nteta).

Barry Steiner (International Relations; Ph.D. Columbia
University) Dr. Steiner's edited collection of essays,
originally published in International Negotiation (Vol. 23,
2018)), was republished in December 2018 as New
Issues in Mediating the Israel-Palestine Deadlock (Brill,
Nijhoff). His essay in this collection is entitled "'Going
for Broke' on Palestine.
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NEW FACULTY
Dr. Anand Commissiong
We are happy to welcome our newest tenure-track faculty member, Dr. Anand B.
Commissiong. Dr. Commissiong was born in Guyana and grew up mostly in Trinidad
and Tobago, New York, and New Jersey. He earned his BA in political science and in
journalism from Rutgers College, and his PhD in political science from Rutgers
University. He spent two years as a visiting professor of political science at University
of Missouri, Columbia. Dr. Commissiong earned tenure at West Texas A&M University
where he held the Teel Bivins Chair in American Politics. His first book was on
cosmopolitanism, an area of political theory concerned with global justice. He enjoys
teaching courses on movement politics and social justice in global contexts. He is
currently working on several research projects, including a book on the movements
of ideas and people in and between the Anglo-Caribbean and the United States and
their effects on political change.

FACULTY RETIREMENTS
Beloved long-time faculty members Dr. Chris Dennis and Dr. Charles (“Chuck”) Noble fully retired in spring
2018. Here are there reflections a year out…

Dr. Chris Dennis
“When you’re in a doctoral program you naturally think about where you want to work afterwards. Anyone who
knew me well in graduate school would’ve said that I most wanted to be a professor at CSULB. Spending the
first four years of my career in western Kansas, I never thought there would be the opportunity to teach at
CSULB. I just feel so fortunate that it happened!”

Dr. Chris Dennis with Dr. Teresa Wright at Dennis's
retirement party.

Professor Emeritus Barry Steiner, Dr. Mary Caputi, Taunya Reames,
Dr. Chris Dennis, Professor Emeritus Christian Soe, and Louise Soe.

Dr. Charles Noble
“I’ve been doing what I like to do: traveling and co-teaching an occasional course (at UCLA, so finally, no
commute!) on health care activism. I have a project in the works with a colleague on the politics of rare diseases
(really, there is such a thing), and we plan on taking it on the road to Europe next year. Other than that, as do
many, I watch in horror as American democracy is tested.”

Professors Mary Caputi, Som Chounlamountry, Rich Haesly, Larry
George, Jason Whitehead, Charles Mahoney, Cora Goldstein, Jared
Perkins, Amy Cabrera Rasmussen, Teresa Wright, Charles Noble, and
Liesl Haas at Dr. Noble's retirement party.

Dr. Noble and his wife, Pam, enjoying retirement.
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Keep in Touch!
Please tell us about your current activities, future plans,
and professional or personal accomplishments.
You may send us this information by filling out the
form provided below, or by e-mail (posc@csulb.edu).
Please include the following information:
Name: _________________________________
CSULB degree(s) and year(s): ________________
Address:________________________________
______________________________________
E-mail:_________________________________
Professional and personal news (please indicate if we
can include this information in a future newsletter):
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

Support Political Science at CSULB!
You can help us fund scholarships and student activities,
bring lecturers to campus, and continue our outreach
efforts by making a tax-deductible contribution to the
Department of Political Science.
You or your spouse may be eligible for a matching gift
from your employer. This is an easy way to double or
triple the impact of your gift. Please contact your human
resources office to see if you qualify.
We accept gifts by check or credit card in annual,
quarterly, monthly, or one-time payments.
If paying by check, please make the check payable to:
CSULB Foundation – Political Science
Amount of donation:
___$25 ___$50 ___$100 ___Other$___
For payment by credit card for the amount listed above,
please provide the following information:
___Mastercard ___Visa ___American Express
Card Number _______________________________
Name as it appears on card_____________________
Signature _________________________________

